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FEATURES
Robust Construction
High Definition Images

The National VIPER® Bureau
Video Identification Booth

The National VIPER® Bureau Identification Booth has been designed
and manufactured by West Yorkshire Police to meet the current and
future requirements of the UK Police. The Booth is a dual function
device which utilises the latest technology to record still and moving
images of detainees or the subject of a Video Identification Parade.

Dual Purpose
ID Parades
Custody Images
National Integration
Compact Design
Simple User Interface
Exceeds Image
Standards
Secure Equipment Bay
Inbuilt Safety Features
CE Approved
Modular Repair
Simple Installation
Minimal Training

The high definition (HD) images recorded in the booth comply with all
of the relevant image standards, including the UK Police FIND standard
for still facial images and US NIST standard for facial images.
Images are recorded using a bespoke User interface which is simple to
use and easy to train. The recorded images can be integrated within
other Police IT systems, promoting compatibility across the UK from a
single device to attain National Standards.
The VIPER® Identification Booth has been designed using feedback
from UK police staff to meet existing and emerging police requirements.
With many successful years of experience gained within identification,
VIPER® has ensured that the booth is specifically designed for use in
secure police environments.
The experience of staff from the National VIPER® Bureau has ensured
that factors such as the size, durability, functionality and system
compatibility have all been considered. Equally important are the safety
features within the design which promote the safety of the operator
together with the subject being recorded.
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VIPER® Identification Booth Business
Process

Specification:
The VIPER® Identification Booth is compact in size and measures
W720mm x L1420mm x H1910mm
Produces high resolution (HD) images using an integrated digital SLR
camera
Non-slip aluminium checker plate floor which is both durable and easy
to clean
Height adjustable seat with fixed back rest to ensure correct positioning
Durable neutral grey reversible background with a washable PVC
coating
Balanced lighting using long life and reliable LED technology
Availability of on-site spares kit
Redundant light and PSU feature
Utilities required: 1 x 240v 13A electrical sockets and 1 x RJ45 sockets
for connectivity (UK)

Contact Details:
Added safety features:
®

National VIPER Bureau
PO Box 9
Laburnum Road
Wakefield
WF1 3QP
Tel: 01274 373880
Email:
viper@westyorkshire.pnn.police.uk

Protective monitor screen guard
Joints sealed with safety rubber edging
Protective lens cover
Lockable bay housing sensitive electrical equipment
Dual RCD protected electrical system

